
EYE PATCHES 
Fun Patch Instructions:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHKLh9Qkp50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Eye Patch with moisture ring. 

Designed to allow the eyelid to move more freely due to 
the sponge edge. Very comfortable.  The sponge can be 
made wet to overcome a dry eye problem.  Two colours: 
White or Black, Elastic retainer. 
Large: 70x50mm  PO147LW  or PO147LB 
Small: 60x40mm PO147SW  or PO147SB 

Spectacle frame Clip Occluder with moisture ring. 
Spring rim clip at the top and a hook system for the lower 
rim with sponge edge. Very comfortable.  The sponge can 
be made wet to overcome a dry eye problem.  White 
only.  Four sizes  
XLarge:   70x47mm  PO144XL    Large:  65x43mm PO144L 
Medium:  60x40mm PO144M   Small:  55x35mm PO144S 
 

Kay Fun Patches – two sizes, Child and Adult 

Kay Fun Patches are re-usable, fabric occlusion patches to 
treat amblyopia (lazy eye). The patches fit comfortably 
and snugly for most sizes of metal and plastic spectacles 
to provide effective occlusion.  

The patches come in a range of colour designs to suit any 
child, and most patterns are universal for either the right 
or left eye. They are washable and very cost-effective. 

Made in the UK from hypo-allergic and breathable 
materials using water based inks and dyes for graphics. 

Available in two sizes: regular and large. Regular 
measures 116mm by 55mm (widest). Large measures 
140mm by 62mm (widest) 

There are designs for both boys and girls.  There are also 
plain ones for kid to draw their own designs on them. 

Kay Eye Patch, traditional English made with elastic strap. 
 
Measures:  70x65mm 
 
Colours: Navy Blue, Beige, Brown, Black, Sand & Claret, 
Black and Floral 
 
 Prod No. KAEPCH10A (include colour) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHKLh9Qkp50


Eye Shields, firm plastic, elastic head band that can 
be shortened, two sizes Regular & Small, two 
colours, Black and Flesh, 9.5D Base Curve. 
 
Regular, Flesh,     76x55mm      Prod No. BCU130F 
Regular, Black,    76x55mm       Prod No. BCU130B 
Small, Black only,  65x45mm    Prod No. GL571600 

Clip-on Leaf shape occluder 
Hard but flexible plastic clip-on occluder 
Available in two sizes 50 & 48mm 
Can be trimmed  
Available colours:  Flesh and Black (F or B) 
Prod. Code: GL481XX  X   (X= Size & Colour) 

3M Stick-On Medical eye patch, available in two sizes. 
No-allergenic  adhesive, latex free,  breathable, oval, flesh coloured, two sizes.  20 patches per box.  Child can 
draw own picture or stick own decal on them e.g. butterflies, cars, fairies  etc. 
 
Regular size:  81x55.5mm    Prod. Code: 3M1539 
Junior size:   62x46mm         Prod. Code: 3M1537 

Stick-On Smiley Lens Occluder.  Cut to shape. 
Easy to peel off lens – does not affect lens 
coatings.  3x per card 
 
Dia: 58mm    Prod. Code: PO142SS 
Dia: 63mm    Prod. Code: PO142SL 
 



 

Soft silicone rubber sucker patch, skin friendly, 
flesh coloured, good ventilation, strong suction cup 
that adheres to the inside of the lens, easily adjusted.   
Sucker dia: 15mm 
 
Two sizes:  75x50mm     Prod No. BS4439 80 
                    55x45mm     Prod No.  BS4439 95 
 Round:      35x35mm     Prod No.  BS4439 90 
 
Made by Oculus Germany 

Eye Patch, traditional regular black, with elastic 
strap retainer.   Pirate Patch for children – small, with 
elastic strap. 
Regular, Black*,    80x60mm       Prod No. GL473500 
Small, Black,          68x52mm       Prod No. BCSF3ES 
Pirate Patch:          63x50mm      Prod. No.  BC1215 
 
*Also available in a limited colour range and with tie straps 
instead of elastic 
 

EZE-PATCH – Made in the USA from soft 
fabric that is comfortable and easily 
conforms to the face to provide excellent 
occlusion.  Two sizes, Regular Child’s and 
Paediatric.  2 per packet.  Boys and girls 
decals fixed on by Velcro hooks.  No rights of 
lefts, just remove the decal and turn upside 
down. Frame rim slides into a pouch behind 
the decal. Washable and trimable.  
 
Pouch size:                     Product Codes: 
Regular  47x47mm -     EZPATB or EZPATG 
Paediatric  40x40mm - EZPATPB or EZPATPB 
     



BLUR PATCHES 
(BANGERTER FOILS) 

 
These are a series of static cling patches with varying degrees of transparency for the 
treatment of amblyopia or lazy eye.  They are cut to the lens shape and placed on the lens.  
Easily peel off when not required.  
 
They are available in a sheet size: 215x105mm or a card size of 105x70mm 
 
The “stickability” of the patch/foils is sometimes affected with lenses that have been non-
stick “Teflon” coated.  It is a matter of trial. 
 
 
Snellen Visual Acuity Chart 
 (Blur Patch equivalents to the Bangerter Occlusion Foils) 
    1.0     20/20  
    0.8     20/25  
    0.6     20/30  
    0.4     20/40  
    0.3     20/80  
    0.2     20/100*  
    0.1     20/200* 
  <0.1   <20/300*  
    LP     A complete blur but allows light perception  

00 Complete occlusion - no light perceived. 
*Bernell equivalent blur patch 

 
When ordering quote: 
 

1. Sheet size i.e. sheet or card 
2. Blur number (first column) 
3. Quantity 

 
 
Instructions: 

1. Cut patch 1mm smaller than lens size, 
2. Clean inside of lens with isopropyl alcohol 
3. Wet the shiny side of the patch with warm water 
4. Apply to lens working out water and air bubbles  with soft tissue 
5. Allow to dry 

 
 


